Invest in your team today to get ready for a better tomorrow.

SPARK Nation Virtual Learning Offer

Sales for the *NY Times* best-selling *SPARK* are surging amidst COVID-19.

To meet this leadership demand, *SPARK*’s authors are sharing a right-on-time offer to help your organization:

- Build leaders at all levels
- Leverage remote workers for learning and preparedness
- Generate results during challenge and change
For a one-time $3500 fee, SPARK’s authors Angie Morgan and Courtney Lynch will:

- Ship up to 50 copies of SPARK: How to Lead Yourself and Others to Greater Success directly to each of your team members*
- Present (2) live virtual leadership training sessions, scheduled at your convenience, for your team as you read SPARK together
- Personally guide you through the handouts, videos and slide decks available for use at www.sparkslead.us that will allow your teams to continue their learning journey

This offer is great for groups of 5 to 500+.

*For larger groups, additional copies of SPARK can be purchased for $9/copy (includes shipping).

Get started in three easy steps:

1. Enroll your team by emailing Courtney directly at clynch@leadstar.us
2. Connect with Angie or Courtney on a planning call
3. Enjoy coming together as a team to develop invaluable leadership skills

Let SPARK’s authors guide your efforts

Angie and Courtney are Marine Corps-made leaders who’ve demonstrated crisis leadership in the most demanding environments. They are the New York Times best-selling authors of SPARK and Leading from the Front. Through Lead Star, they advise leaders at the highest levels of business and government on leadership strategies, and coach managers and executives on how to lead their teams.

Questions?
Email us at info@leadstar.us